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of this aim he had to swallow several humiliating affronts. For
instance, Britain had long claimed the " right of search "—
the right of British nava! vessels to board merchant ships of all
nations to see if they were carrying slaves. The Bourbons had
refused; but a restricted right had been granted by Louis-
Philippe in 1833, and Guizot now agreed to withdraw most of
the restrictions. Then there was " i/affaire pritchard," A
British consul-missionary in Tahiti stirred up the natives to
resist a French admiral who had annexed the island ; and the
admiral had deported him after locking him up for some days.
Fierce passions were aroused on both sides of the Channel over
the incident; and when Guizot gave way to British protests by
making apologies and reparation, there was great indignation in
France.
§ in. the opposition.—It will help us to grasp the political
situation in France during the 'forties if we take an analogy from
our own history. Guizot corresponded to old-fashioned Tories
like Castlereagh or Wellington, upholders of the existing regime
and of the constitutional powers of the Crown. On the
Opposition side there were two groups. One, the Centre
Gauche led by Thiers, resembled roughly our Whig-Liberals
like Lord John Russell and Palmerston. They were not
opposed to parliamentary reform at some future date, but
their immediate object was to force the King to dismiss Guizot,
and their main line of attack was upon that minister's spineless
foreign policy. The Gauche Dynastique, on the other hand,
were more like the English Radicals. Under the leadership of
odilon barrot they aimed at limiting the personal power of
the King, at excluding Government " place-men " from the
Chamber, and at lowering the cens (=tax-qualification for the
vote) to 100 francs.
Outside parliamentary circles a little band of republicans
persisted in their aim to continue the Revolution from the point
where it had been checked in 1830, their immediate aim being
" universal suffrage/' Their only representative in the Chamber

